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Ask a friend to help you rotate on a computer chair with your arms and legs

stretched outwards. Keeping your body sti�, pull your legs up and wrap your

arms around while you are still rotating. What do you notice? What was the

feeling? How does it change when you pulled back your limbs?

Considering that there is negligible resistance by the chair pivot and air, push

gently. There is some resistance that your partner's mass poses when you try to

rotate him/her. This feeling of opposition is the property of mass called inertia

which resists change of state; rest or uniform motion.

Well developed Newtonian Mechanics is all that was applied by National Air and

Space Association (NASA) to reach the Moon. From our car engines and heavy

industrial equipment to celestial bodies, all follow Newtonian Mechanics. Nev-

ertheless we cannot regard Newton's laws as universal because Relativistic Me-

chanics and Quantum Mechanics are more general and better at explaining nature

in their own rights.
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1 Conceptual Objectives

In this experiment, we will,

1. appreciate the similarities and di�erences between rotational and transla-
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tional motion;

2. investigate energy loss through friction;

3. process and analyze data to extract required information;

4. appreciate that there exist di�erent ways of measuring a physical quantity

with di�erent accuracy and precision;

5. �t experimentally observed curves with mathematically modeled solutions;

and

6. see how errors propagate from measured to inferred quantities.

2 Experimental Objectives

The experiment is divided into four sections. The early sections require making

measurements of angular velocity and moment of inertia of the available disks,

which are subject to frictional losses. Later sections require the use of a computer

to help you monitor and record these measurements more quickly.

3 Theoretical Introduction

This experiment introduces you to the concepts of rotational motion. We shall

touch upon a number of topics and discuss how a large complex object can be

considered to be composed of a large assemblage of ideal particles. We will

elaborate that a full description of a body's motion must include linear as well

as rotational motion. Furthermore, we will discuss torque as it applies to our

experiment.

3.1 Angular Momentum

We can consider the provided circular disks (rigid bodies) to be made up of small

in�nitesimal particles of masses m1; m2; m3; : : : mi ; : : :. Their placement may

be de�ned with the position vectors r1; r2; r3; : : : ri; : : : and when rotating, their

instantaneous velocities may be de�ned as v1; v2; v3; : : : vi; : : :. The index i shows

one of the many particles.
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Figure 1 illustrates the ith particle rotating about the z axis.
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Figure 1: A representative particle rotating about the z-axis; mivi is the linear

momentum and J is the angular momentum.

The angular momentum of the particle about z axis is given by,

Ji = mivi � ri ; (1)

where � denotes the vector or cross product.

For a particle rotating with an angular velocity ! about z axis, we can say that,

vi = ri!: (2)

Consider a circular disk rotating about the z axis. The disk itself can be considered

to be composed of with all its in�nitesimal elements in the xy plane. Using

Equation (1) and Equation (2) we can write for the ith particle,

Ji = mi r2
i !: (3)

The total angular momentum of a disk about an axis is simply the sum of all the

angular momentums for the in�nitesimal particles,

J =
N∑

i=1

mivi � ri : (4)
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Figure 2: Disk can be considered to comprise particles. The individual angu-

lar momentums of these particles will all add up resulting in the total angular

momentum.

3.2 Moment of Inertia

The cross product for a disk rotating about the z axis with its components in the

xy plane can be expanded as,

Jz =
N∑

i=1

(mi ri 2)!: (5)

Here I =
∑

mi ri 2 is a constant (irrespective of the angular velocity of the disk) and

is known as the moment of inertia of the disk. Therefore Equation (5) becomes,

Jz = I!: (6)

In the present experiment, we will investigate the rotational kinematics of a disk.

It will also be helpful to know the moment of inertia for a circular disk, which is,

I =
1
2
MR2 (7)

where M is the mass and R is the radius of the disk.

Q 1. Show that the kinetic energy of a rotating disk is given by,

KE =
1
2
I!2: (8)

(HINT: Kinetic energy for a particle is given by, K =
1
2

mv2. Sum for all the

particles and use the fact, I =
∑

mi ri 2.)

Moment of inertia is analogous to inertia in linear kinematics. However, since

in rotational motion, we always �nd ourselves dealing with moments, we call the
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inertia in circular motion as moment of inertia. Moment of inertia of a particular

body is de�ned with respect to a particular rotation axis and is di�erent for a body

when it is rotating about x , y or z axes. Table 1 provides a brief comparison of

linear and rotational motions and their characteristics.

Table 1: Comparison between Linear and Rotational Motion.

Concepts and quantities Linear Motion Rotational Motion

Position x �

Velocity v !

Acceleration a =
v
t

� =
!
t

Motion Equations x = vt � = !t

Newton's 2nd Law F = ma � = I�

Momentum p = mv J = I!

Work Fx ��

Kinetic Energy
1
2
mv2 1

2
I!2

Q 2. A circular disk of mass 0:2 kg and radius 0:1 m is rotating at 10 revolu-

tions per second. Calculate the angular frequency, moment of inertia and kinetic

energy of this disk.

3.3 Turning E�ect

Q 3. De�ne torque.

Mathematically, torque (�) is,

� = r � F; (9)

where r is the displacement between the line of action of force and the particle

and F is the force applied.

Expanding the cross-product we get,

� = rF sin(�): (10)

where � is the angle between F and r.

In a gravity driven system, we may replace F using Newton's second law and

express the equation as,
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� = mgr sin(�); (11)

where m is the mass used to drive the mechanism and g is the acceleration due

to gravity.

3.4 Angular Acceleration

Q 4. De�ne angular acceleration.

Mathematically, angular acceleration � is given by

� =
d!
dt
: (12)

You may want to refer to Table 1 to become more comfortable with this seemingly

new term which is just an equivalent of linear acceleration adapted for rotational

motion. In other words it is the gradient of angular velocity versus time graph.

Newton's second law for rotational motion states that,

� = I� (13)

where � is the applied torque, � is the angular acceleration and I is the moment

of inertia|the rotational equivalent of mass. Note its similarity to Newton's law

for linear motion F = ma, establishing the moment of inertia as the analogue of

mass and torque as the analogue of force.

If we substitute Equation (11) and Equation (12) in Equation (13) we get,

mgr sin(�) = I
d!
dt
: (14)

4 Introduction to the Apparatus

In addition to the PC, the apparatus consists of the following components
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1. Rotational Motion Apparatus This apparatus, ME-9341 was procured

from PASCO Scienti�c. The contents of the apparatus are in Figure 3.

Bas e

Bus hing of Bearing

Asse mbly

Spindle

Bubble Level

Screw Rod

Super 
Pulley (SP)

P1
P
2Photogate

Photogate

Smart

Timer (ST)

LabPro (LP)

with USB

Main Platter Auxiliary
Platter

Leveling

Support

Step Pulley

Shutter

Figure 3: The components of the rotational motion apparatus. Note the arrows

showing the particulars of the components.

2. Hand{Held Interface and Photogate An interface from Vernier LabPro

has been used to transfer our data to LabVIEW as the apparatus was

not originally designed to run on a PC. An additional photogate which is

calibrated for the interface is also used in the later section.

The photogate sends a narrow beam of infrared radiation from one arm

which is detected by a detector in the opposite arm. When the beam is

�rst blocked, a signal is sent to the smart timer (ST ). The Gate mode

records the time between the two successive blocking of infrared light and
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helps in measuring the speed and average velocities of an object passing

through the photogate as shown in Figure 4.

We use Fence mode to record the time between ten successive interruptions

of the photogate. The timing begins when the beam is �rst blocked and

stops when it has been blocked ten times. Using the Select Measurement

key, user can recall the 10 di�erent times when the beam was blocked.

t
1

Gate Mode

t
10

Fence Mode

Figure 4: Illustration of the modes for the Smart Timer.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the experimental set up.

5 Experimental Method

5.1 Preparation

F Q 5. Place the bubble level on the base. See if the bubble is in the inner

ring. If not, screw or unscrew the three adjustable supports underneath, to bring

the bubble in the inner most ring.

F Q 6. Find the diameters of all the pulleys on the main platter.

F Q 7. Find the mass of the main platter. Note the uncertainty in your reading.

F Q 8. Slide the spindle into the bushing of the bearing assembly. Then slide

the main platter atop with the pulleys facing up. Then attach a cardboard or

chart paper strip to it as shown in the marginal �gure.

F Q 9. Clamp the super pulley (SP ) to the base such that the thread from

the step pulley is in line with the edge of the SP .

F Q 10. Attach the screw rod to the photogate (P1) and slide it into one of

the holes on the sides of the base.

F Q 11. Check the connections of the photogate (P1) with the smart timer

(ST ).

F Q 12. Check if ST beeps when you switch it ON using the power switch on

the side. Press 1 and then 2 . You will now be in the GATE timing mode.

F Q 13. Give a push to the main platter and press 3 from ST.

F Q 14. Explain the value that has been returned by ST .
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F Q 15. What is the uncertainty in your measurement?

5.2 Determination of Moment of Inertia I

F Q 16. Take a thread of suitable length e.g. 150 cm approximately, the mass

hanger weighing 5 g and a 100 g mass. Tie one end of the thread to the hanger

and wrap the other end around the medium or middle pulley. Now pass this thread

over the SP .

F Q 17. Change the measurement mode of the ST to FENCE. This can be

achieved by pressing 1 once and then 2 twice from ST . In the FENCE mode,

the ST is capable of taking ten readings in one go.

F Q 18. Perform the following experimental procedures.

1. With help of the provided meter rule, note the height from which you want

to release the mass.

2. Set the system in motion.

3. Wait for the hanger to hit the ground.

4. Immediately after this, press START from ST which measures the time

period for ten rotations.

F Q 19. Switch o� the ST .

F Q 20. Repeat the procedure with the stop watch and record the time period

for �rst, sixth and tenth rotation.

F Q 21. Tabulate your results and calculate the angular speed of the disk

using the ST and stopwatch data. Explicitly write down the uncertainties in your

results.

The rotational kinetic energy gained by the disk equals the gravitational potential

energy lost by the masses.

F Q 22. Express the above statement in mathematical form, i.e. in the form

of an equation.

F Q 23. Determine the moment of inertia of the main platter.
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F Q 24. What is the uncertainty in the value of I?

F Q 25. What is the main source of error in your measurement?

Show your results to the demonstrator once you have reached this point.

5.3 Frictional Losses

F Q 26. Take a thread of suitable length e.g. 100 cm, a mass hanger and a

one or two 150 g masses. Tie one end of the thread to the screw protruding from

the smallest pulley on the main platter. Then pass the thread from the holes right

beside the screw. Wind the rest of the thread on the medium or middle pulley

and tie the other end to the hanger.

F Q 27. Perform the following procedural steps.

1. Measure the diameter of the main platter.

2. Attach the cardbaord with 32 equal spacings onto the main platter as shown

in the Figure 6.

Cardboard Paper

Main Platter
4mm Thick Strip

Smart Pulley

Mass + Hanger (150 g)

Smart

Timer

Photogate

Figure 6: Calculating frictional losses using the cardboard method.

3. Set the photo gate P1 in counts (Manual)1 mode. This ensures that ev-

ery time the photogate beam is blocked by the cardboard arm, a count
1In manual mode, counter tickles on every count and user can stop it manually at any time.
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is recorded. You can then use the separation between the strips and the

number of counts to work out the vertical distance moved by the mass.

4. Allow the mass to fall down and note the number of counts at maxima and

minima until the oscillations die out.

5. Use the number of counts to work out the height lost during each oscillation.

6. Repeat the experiment atleast three times and determine the average en-

ergy lost in one revolution.
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Figure 7: Maximum and minimum heights.

F Q 28. Now refer to your results in the previous section and determine a new

value for the moment inertia of the disk.
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5.4 Decay of Angular Velocity

For the remainder of this experiment, we will use a PC to record data. Ask the

demonstrator to set-up the photogate P2 for you.

F Q 29. Load the data acquisition program by double clicking on the LabVIEW

�le rotationaldynamics.

F Q 30. You need to enter a �le path where your data will be stored. Enter

the path Z:nYour Prefered Folder. You can start the program by clicking the

RUN button.

F Q 31. LabVIEW will ask you for a �le name where it will save data. Enter

velocitydecay as the �le name.

F Q 32. Attach the provided card to the main platter. Now using the provided

thread, rotate the platter with the maximum possible angular velocity. (You will

need to pull the thread quickly and forcefully!).

F Q 33. Press the Acquire button. You can stop the acquisition at any time

by pressing the Stop button.

F Q 34. You can see the time elapsed since the start of the acquisition under

the heading Indicators. The green light ashes every time LabVIEW acquires

data. If you want to see the acquired data on the LabVIEW screen, press the

Plot Graph button.

F Q 35. Stop the acquisition when the platter has almost come to a halt.

F Q 36. Open Matlab. Import all your data into Matlab by typing

>> rotationalmechanics

in the Matlab command prompt. You can see two columns, one showing the

number of times the strip on the main platter has crossed the photogate and the

other showing the corresponding time.

F Q 37. Analyze your data to obtain angular velocities at di�erent times and

plot a graph of angular velocity against time. Think carefully if you should use all

of the data when plotting a graph.
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The decay in angular velocity may be modeled by the exponential function;

! = !0 exp (�ct) (15)

where c is a positive constant.

F Q 38. Plot least squares curve �t to the date points following the Equation

(15).

F Q 39. Plot the natural log of ! with respect to time and through curve

�tting and estimate the value of c .

6 Experience Questions

1. Why do we feel vertigo after a spin on a merry-go-round?

2. Does the inertia of our body increase in a swimming pool?

3. If mass m is right on top of center of gravity, does that mean there is no

value of I for that mass?

4. In an accident, the body may be stopped by the seat belt and air bags.

Where does all the momentum go? Can this cause bodily injury?

5. Why do cats always fall feet �rst on the ground?

7 Idea Experiments

1. Find your body's moment of inertia.

2. Use di�erent masses to check if the relationship between the frictional losses

and energy delivered is linear.

3. Drop the auxiliary platter on the main platter when rotating to verify the

conservation of momentum.
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